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Chapter 1

Principles of Quantum Computing

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief introduction to the fundamental principles un-
derlying quantum computing: specific implementations will be considered in later chapters. For a
good introduction to reversible computing see [RF96], while for quantum computing the standard
text [SS04] covers most of what you will need. The definitive text [NC00] is rather complicated; as
an alternative try [ERD03].

1.1 Reversible computing

While quantum computation in its modern form is still a relatively young discipline1, researchers
have been interested in the relationship between quantum mechanics and computing for a long
time. Early workers were not interested in the ideas of quantum parallelism, which will be explored
in the next section, but rather in the question of whether explicitly quantum mechanical systems
could be used to implement classical computations2. There are two technological reasons why this
might be considered an important question (beyond, of course, its intrinsic interest and amusement
value).

The first reason is a direct consequence of Moore’s laws. After the development of integrated
circuits computing technology began its headlong dash down the twin roads of ever faster and ever
smaller devices. These two phenomena are closely related: as computing devices must communicate
within themselves, and as the speed of information transfer cannot exceed the speed of light, faster
computers must indeed be smaller. Unfortunately there is a limit to this process, defined by the
atomic scale: once the size of individual transistors becomes comparable with that of atoms the old
fashioned approach of micro-electronics becomes untenable. This limit is now being approached,
but physicists were well aware of the existence of this limit long before reaching it became a
real danger. The fundamental problem is that while macroscopic objects, such as transistors, are
described by irreversible physical processes, the behaviour of atoms and other very small objects
is essentially reversible3. Conventional computing, based on logic gates such as and and or is an

1The definition of “modern” quantum computation is largely a matter of taste, but in my opinion the field can
be traced back to a 1992 paper by Deutsch and Jozsa [DJ92].

2The key names in this field are Bennett [CHB73], Fredkin and Toffoli [FT82], and Landauer [RL82].
3Recall that entropy and related ideas such as the arrow of time are essentially macroscopic concepts arising from

the statistical behaviour of large collections of microscopic objects.
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apparently irreversible process, and it is not immediately obvious that it can be carried out at the
atomic level. To overcome this it is necessary to show that computing can be carried out in an
essentially reversible manner.

The second reason is closely related but more subtle. In addition to being made out of stuff,
classical computers consume energy which they convert to heat. Our ever faster computers perform
this transformation ever more rapidly, and modern computers suffer from the twin problems of
excessive energy consumption (familiar as the short battery life of laptops) and excessive heat
output (seen in laptops which are too hot to be used on laps). This problem could in principle
be completely overcome if (and only if) reversible computing is possible, as physically reversible
processes do not consume any energy4.

It is well known from classical irreversible computation that any desired logic operation can be
built from a network of and and not gates, and to prove that reversible computing is possible in
principle it suffices5 to exhibit reversible versions of these gates. The not gate is easy, as this gate
is intrinsically reversible; in reversible computing it is conveniently written as

ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ (1.1)

which should be familiar. The reversible and gate appears trickier, as the and operation has two
inputs and only one output, which is obviously impossible in a reversible situation. The solution is
simply to preserve both inputs, allowing the logical process to be reconstructed. The output must
then be placed in an ancilla bit, but it cannot simply overwrite the initial value of the ancilla, as
that would be irreversible. Instead the new value of the ancilla must be obtained by reversibly
combining the output of the gate with the old value, and this is most simply achieved by using
bitwise addition modulo 2 (the xor gate). This reversible and gate

a • a′ = a
b • b′ = b
c ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ c′ = c⊕ (a and b)

(1.2)

is usually called the Toffoli gate, but is also know as the controlled-controlled-not gate, as a not
gate is applied to the target bit c if and only if both control bits are set to 1.

In passing, it is worth noting that reversible logic can perform any desired transformation on
a set of input bits, but that it does not provide any means to set the bits into the desired initial
states. This is hardly surprising, as initialization is a manifestly irreversible process (it requires
the final state of a bit to be the same, whatever the initial state was). Thus while it is possible to
perform arbitrary logic in a reversible manner, absolutely reversible computing is not possible. For
this reason a “reversible” computation is normally broken down into an irreversible setup process,
followed by reversible logic. The final readout process may also be taken as being irreversible if
desired.

Any desired logic operation can be achieved given only a sufficient supply of Toffoli gates and
bits initialized to the desired states, but it is often useful to consider larger logical units. A key

4Purists would point out that strictly reversible processes must happen infinitely slowly, and that an infinitely
slow computer would not be particularly useful. It is, however, possible to build almost reversible devices which
combine useful speeds with very low power consumptions.

5Strictly speaking it is also necessary to implement a clone gate and a swap gate; these points are pursued in
the exercises.
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example is provided by reversible function evaluation, which for a function with two input bits and
one output bit takes the form

a
f

a

b b

c ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ c⊕ f(a, b)

(1.3)

sometimes called a f -controlled-not gate. Clearly values of the function can be obtained by setting
a and b to the desired inputs, and setting c = 0. Functions with more than one output bit can be
handled by combining each output bit with its own ancilla.

1.2 Quantum parallelism

As we have seen, classical reversible computing can be achieved on a quantum computer by setting
the initial states of the qubits to eigenstates representing the desired inputs and then performing
the desired sequence of reversible logic gates. However quantum computers are capable of much
more than this! Ultimately this comes from the fact that quantum operations are unitary, which
means they are both reversible and linear, and that quantum bits can be found in superposition
states.

Consider a quantum network to evaluate a function f . If the input register is in an eigenstate
|x〉 we can write this process as

|x〉|0〉 Uf−→ |x〉|f(x)〉. (1.4)

If the input register is in a superposition the result is trivially deduced by linearity. The ini-
tial superposition state is a linear combination of inputs, and the resulting state will be a linear
combination of outputs:

N∑
j=1

αj|xj〉|0〉 Uf−→
N∑

j=1

αj|xj〉|f(xj)〉. (1.5)

Thus the quantum computer has effectively evaluated the function over all N inputs at the same
time! This effect, known as quantum parallelism, underlies all quantum algorithms. Note that if
the input register comprises n qubits then it can be placed in a superposition of 2n states, and
so the quantum computer can perform 2n calculations at once. While this is impressive, it is not
immediately clear how useful it is, and this point will be considered below.

Before doing this, I touch briefly on the question of universality of logic gates. As described
above, the Toffoli gate is universal for reversible computing, meaning that any reversible logic can
be implemented using only Toffoli gates. Other universal gates6 are known, but like the Toffoli
gate they are all three bit gates, and it can be shown that a three bit gate is essential and that
universal computing cannot be achieved using only one and two bit reversible classical gates, such as
not and controlled-not. This appears to contradict a claim made earlier, that universal quantum
computing can be achieved using only single qubit and two qubit gates. The solution to this paradox
is, of course that the Toffoli gate can be constructed out of single qubit and two qubit gates, but

6Such as the Fredkin (controlled-swap) gate, which swaps the values of two target qubits if and only if the control
qubit is set to 1.
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only if these gates are not classical! For example a Toffoli gate can be implemented7 using two
controlled-not gates, two controlled-square-root-of-not gates and one controlled-inverse-
square-root-of-not gate. These last two gates can themselves be built out of controlled-not
gates and single qubit gates such as the Hadamard gate.

1.3 Getting the answer out

Although quantum parallelism allows a quantum computer to simultaneously evaluate a function
over a vast superposition of inputs, it is not immediately clear that the result can actually be used
in any useful way, as it appears as a superposition of possible inputs and outputs. Suppose a
quantum computer is prepared in the final state given in equation 1.5, and the values of the two
quantum registers are read out. Like any quantum measurement this can only result in one of
the eigenstates of the measurement basis, and assuming that the measurement is performed in the
computational basis then the result will be

|xj〉|f(xj)〉 (1.6)

for some value of j. The value returned will be chosen at random, with probabilities given by |αj|2
as usual. Note that the values returned for the input and output will always correspond to the
same value of j, as the state before the measurement is an entangled superposition of inputs and
outputs.

As described above, a quantum function evaluation could be simulated by just evaluating the
function over one input chosen at random; clearly this would not be very useful! The secret un-
derlying effective quantum computation is that one does not measure the superposition of function
values directly; instead this is manipulated in cunning ways to produce an interesting result. To be
useful this process must combine the different values of f(xj) in a suitable fashion, so that the final
result depends on all them. However, as the final measurement outcome can only be a single pair
of numbers, this result cannot simply reveal the function values directly. Quantum computation is
all about determining small pieces of information which depend on a large number of intermediate
results.

1.4 Deutsch’s algorithm

The invention of Deutsch’s algorithm can be taken as defining the start of modern quantum compu-
tation8, and it remains a key example, exhibiting many of the key properties of quantum algorithms
in easy bite-size form.

Consider a binary function f from one bit to one bit, that is a function which takes in either 0
or 1 as its input and returns either 0 or 1 as its output. There are four such functions

x f00(x) f01(x) f10(x) f11(x)
0 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 1

(1.7)

7The explicit form is given in [SS04] and [ERD03].
8The version of Deutsch’s algorithm described here is not in fact the original but a later modification which is

both more powerful and easier to understand.
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which may be conveniently labeled as shown. These functions can be divided into two constant
functions (f00 and f11), which have the same output for both inputs, and two balanced functions (f01

and f10), which have one output of 0 and one of 1. Equivalently, these functions can be classified
according to their parity, defined as f(0)⊕ f(1).

Deutsch’s problem considers the determination of the parity of some unknown function f chosen
from these four functions. It is assumed that the only way in which we can access this function is
by the use of an oracle. This is just a fancy name for a black-box implementation of f which allows
us to investigate a function f by asking its value for some input x. The aim is to find the parity of
f with the smallest number of oracle calls9, that is the smallest number of queries10 about values
of f(x).

In the language of quantum computing, this oracle must take the form of a propagator, which
performs the transformation

|x〉|y〉 Uf−→ |x〉|y ⊕ f(x)〉 (1.8)

allowing the function to be evaluated in the usual reversible manner. This can be depicted as an
(abstract) quantum circuit

|x〉
Uf

|x〉
|y〉 |y ⊕ f(x)〉

(1.9)

and explicit constructions11 of the four possible possible propagators are given below.

•
ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾

ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ • ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾
ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾

(1.10)

Note that each of these networks can be considered as an f -controlled-not.
If we confine |x〉 and |y〉 to the two eigenstates |0〉 and |1〉 then we can perform classical reversible

computations using this circuit: setting y = 0 allows f(x) to be obtained directly, for any desired
value of x. Thus we can determine f(0) and f(1), and then combine them to obtain the parity.
Classically this is the best we can do: the only way to determine f(0) ⊕ f(1) is to find f(0) and
f(1) separately, which requires two oracle calls. Using quantum computation, however, we can go
beyond this. The parity of the function is only a single bit of information, and a quantum computer
can determine this single bit with only a single oracle call using the quantum network given below.

|0〉 H
Uf

H |f(0)⊕ f(1)〉

|1〉 H H |1〉

(1.11)

This network allows the value of f(0) ⊕ f(1) to be read out directly from the first qubit. Note,
however, that the values of f(0) and f(1) are not obtainable! To do this would provide two bits

9It is well known from classical mythology that oracles charge highly for their services, and so asking questions
in the most efficient way possible is obviously a good idea.

10Less mythologically inclined researchers prefer the language of queries, and talk about the query complexity of
an algorithm, but it comes to exactly the same thing in the end.

11Other constructions are of course possible. Note that it does not matter how a circuit is implemented: all
circuits with the same effects are completely equivalent, and so we can choose to analyse these implementations.
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of information, and this requires two oracle calls12. The quantum algorithm merely provides an
efficient way of answering a question; it does not perform the completely impossible.

So far I have simply asserted that this network will solve Deutsch’s problem: the next step is
to show that it does so! This can be achieved in many different ways, and here I consider four
possibilities in order of increasing sophistication.

The crudest approach is simply to work out what happens by direct matrix multiplication. To
do this we need a matrix description of the two qubit Hadamard

H(2) = H⊗ H =
1

2




1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1


 (1.12)

explicit forms for the four possible propagators

Uf00 =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 Uf01 =




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0


 Uf10 =




0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 Uf11 =




0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0




(1.13)
and a description of the initial state

|01〉 =




0
1
0
0


 . (1.14)

The result then follows by direct multiplication. Note that this can be achieved either by multiplying
the ket vector by each matrix in turn, or alternatively by multiplying the three matrices together
first, and then applying the resultant matrix product to the ket vector. Both approaches have
advantages, and it is not always immediately obvious which is the best approach in any particular
case.

A more interesting, approach is to consider the fate of the second qubit. This begins in |1〉
which is converted to |−〉 by the first Hadamard. This then evolves according to

|0〉 − |1〉√
2

Uf−→ |0⊕ f(x)〉 − |1⊕ f(x)〉√
2

(1.15)

where x is the state of the first qubit. Now if f(x) = 0 this is just equal to |−〉, while if f(x) = 1
it simplifies to

|1〉 − |0〉√
2

= −|−〉 (1.16)

and so the process can be summarized as

|−〉 Uf−→ (−1)f(x)|−〉. (1.17)

12A more careful analysis of this algorithm suggests that the value of f(0), and thus the value of f(1), can be
obtained from the phase of the final result. However this phase is a global phase, and thus not physically detectable.
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The value of f(x) appears not in the value of the qubit, but rather in its phase. If this phase were
a global phase then the information would in effect be lost, but this does not occur in Deutsch’s
algorithm as the first qubit is also in a superposition state. Thus the algorithm begins with the
sequence of transformations

|0〉|1〉 H(2)−→ |+〉|−〉 =
|0〉|−〉+ |1〉|−〉√

2

Uf−→ (−1)f(0)|0〉|−〉+ (−1)f(1)|1〉|−〉√
2

(1.18)

Note that the phase does not “belong” to the second qubit, but to the whole system, and can
equally well be thought of as being applied to the first qubit13. Furthermore, the second qubit is
always in state |−〉, and this term can be factored out. Now if the function f is constant, so that
f(1) = f(0), equation 1.18 simplifies to

(−1)f(0) × |0〉+ |1〉√
2

× |−〉 = (−1)f(0)|+〉|−〉 (1.19)

while if the function is balanced the result is

(−1)f(0) × |0〉 − |1〉√
2

× |−〉 = (−1)f(0)|−〉|−〉. (1.20)

The initial phase term is a global phase and can be dropped. Finally, applying the last pair of
Hadamard gates gives either |0〉|1〉 or |1〉|1〉 as appropriate.

The third approach is to combine the insights obtained from the second approach with knowledge
of the properties of gates. A little thought about the propagators Uf reveals that they all take the
form of some combination of 11 gates (when f = 0) and X gates (when f = 1) applied to the
second qubit, while the first qubit is left untouched. The effect of the Hadamard gates applied
to the second qubit before and after Uf is to convert this gate to an equivalent combination of 11
and Z gates (since H11H = 11 and HXH = Z). Finally, applying a Z gate to a qubit in state |1〉 is
equivalent to multiplying the state by minus one. Thus we can immediately deduce that the first
qubit undergoes the sequence of transformations

|0〉 H−→ |0〉+ |1〉√
2

Uf−→ (−1)f(0)|0〉+ (−1)f(1)|1〉√
2

H−→ |f(0)⊕ f(1)〉. (1.21)

Note that we do not need to explicitly write out the state of the second qubit at each stage: all
the states involved are separable and so it makes sense to talk about the state of the two qubits
individually.

The final, and perhaps the boldest approach is to use operator identities to analyse the whole
circuit and only then consider the action on particular qubits. This can be done using explicit
propagator identities, or simply by using circuit identities to manipulate the circuits themselves.
Thus, for example, the combined propagator for the case of f11 is given by

(H⊗ H).(11⊗ X).(H⊗ H) = (H.11.H)⊗ (H.X.H) (1.22)

13This effect, sometimes called phase kickback is very common in quantum computing.
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which simplifies to 11⊗ Z using standard identities. In the same way the circuit for the case of f01

can be manipulated using circuit identities

H • H

H X H

=
H • H

Z

=
H Z H

•
=

X

•
(1.23)

and so the effect of applying Hadamard gates to both qubits before and after a controlled-not
gate is simply to reverse the roles of control and target qubits. This greatly reduces the amount of
effort, and examining the final circuits for the four possible functions

ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾
•

ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾

• Z Z

(1.24)

allows the final results, including the global phases, to be calculated immediately. In the case
of Deutsch’s algorithm, however, it is not immediately obvious that this approach provides much
insight into why it works,14 beyond explaining why it is essential that the second qubit begins in
state |1〉.

1.5 Related algorithms

Deutsch’s algorithm is simple, but important, as it shows that a quantum device can find a property
of an unknown function (its parity) with a smaller number of queries than any possible classical
algorithm (one rather than two). For this reason we can say that quantum computing is more
efficient than classical computing within the oracle model of function evaluation15. The simplicity
of the algorithm is also an advantage, as it permits it to be implemented on very primitive quantum
computers. Beyond this, however, Deutsch’s algorithm is important as the simplest member of a
large family of quantum algorithms16, including most notably Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm.

The second simplest algorithm in the family is the Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm, which solves a very
closely related problem. Consider an unknown binary function with n input bits, giving N = 2n

possible inputs, and a single output bit. For the case n = 1, which we analysed above, such functions
are always constant or balanced, but for n > 1 this need not be true: for example a function with
N = 4 might return the value 0 for one of its inputs and the value 1 for the other three. Suppose,
however, that the function is guaranteed to be either constant or balanced (useful but apparently
arbitrary guarantees of this kind are usually called promises). Then the Deutsch–Jozsa problem
is to determine whether the function is constant or balanced with the smallest number of queries
(oracle calls).

14This approach is developed in some detail in [NDM08], and in some cases, most notably the Bernstein–Vazirani
algorithm, seems to provide a great deal of insight into how they work. The essential feature in these cases is once
again the ability of Hadamard gates to interconvert control and target qubits; this is not, of course, possible with
classical computers as Hadamards are not permitted gates for classical bits.

15It is widely believed that quantum computing is more efficient than classical computing in general, but this is a
surprisingly hard point to prove. Ultimately this question is related to the key question in computational complexity
theory of whether P is equivalent to NP; this is one of the seven Clay Mathematics Institute Millennium Problems
and has a prize of $1,000,000 on its head

16Formally speaking these algorithms tackle the Abelian hidden subgroup family of problems.
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A little thought reveals that the best possible classical algorithm in this case is to simply try
inputs at random and compare the outputs. If any two different inputs give different outputs then
we can immediately deduce that the function is balanced, but if all the outputs are the same it seems
likely that the function is constant. In this latter case we cannot be sure the function is constant
until N/2 + 1 different inputs have been tried, by which time a balanced function is certain to
have revealed itself. Thus solving the Deutsch–Jozsa problem classically will require between 2
(best case) and N/2 + 1 (worst case) queries17. Remarkably a quantum computer implementing
the Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm18 can always answer the question in a single query.

The Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm gets its power not just from the fact that quantum parallelism is
used to evaluate the function for all its possible inputs in one step, but also from a final Hadamard
transform which combines these results in a cunning way. This final Hadamard transform is closely
related to a much more powerful operation, the quantum Fourier transform, or QFT. The details of
how this works are beyond the scope of this course, but in essence the QFT extracts the frequency
of some periodic variation in the value of a function taken over all its inputs. A simple example
is provided by the Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm which determines whether this frequency is zero (for
constant functions) or not (for balanced functions). A more complex example is Simon’s period
finding algorithm; this underlies Shor’s method for efficient factorization which will be discussed at
the very end of this chapter.

1.6 Deutsch’s algorithm and interferometry

There is another interesting way of looking at Deutsch’s algorithm, which emphasizes the physics
rather than the mathematics. In essence there is an extremely close link between Deutsch’s algo-
rithm and a Mach–Zender interferometer!

Consider a single photon which is incident on a beam splitter. As usual we treat the beam
splitter as a Hadamard gate, taking the photon from state |0〉 to the state H|0〉 = |+〉. The two
photon paths are then recombined at another beam splitter (Hadamard gate), and the final result
will be H|+〉 = |0〉. Thus the photon will always emerge at the same port of the second beam
splitter. In effect we have reduced the traditional complex treatment of an interferometer to the
trivial observation that HH = 11.

Now suppose that we introduce phase shifters into the separated beam paths, which apply a
phase shift of π, and so multiply a state by −1. If we introduce a phase shifter into the |1〉 path,
then our state |+〉 will clearly be converted to |−〉, and the final output will be |1〉. If we introduce
a phase shifter into the |0〉 path then out state will be converted into −|−〉, and once again the
output at the second beam splitter will be |1〉. Finally inserting phase shifters into both paths
converts |+〉 to −|+〉, leading to an output of |0〉. Thus the output will be |1〉 if the phase-shift
on the two paths is different, and |0〉 if the phase shift on the two paths is the same. The analogy
with Deutsch’s algorithm is obvious.

17For the Deutsch problem N = 2 and these two limits are the same.
18The full details of the Deutsch–Jozsa algorithm are beyond the scope of this course, but they can be found in

standard texts such as [SS04], [NDM08] or [NC00]. The case n = 2 (N = 4) is explored in the problem set.
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1.7 Grover’s algorithm

Grover’s quantum search algorithm is an example of the second great class of quantum algorithms.
The algorithm can be described in many ways, but the simplest approach is once again to consider
the analysis of binary functions.

Suppose we have a binary function f with n input bits and a single output bit, and we are
promised that f(x) = 1 for exactly one input, with f(x) = 0 for the remaining 2n − 1 inputs.19

Beyond this we know nothing about f , and can only obtain more information by making oracle
queries. The problem is to find the unique satisfying value of x for which f(x) = 1 with the smallest
number of queries20. With a classical computer the only possible approach is to try different inputs
at random until we find the unique satisfying input. If the number of possible inputs N = 2n is
small, then this process will be easy, but as n grows the process becomes extremely inefficient: on
average it will be necessary to try around N/2 inputs, which for n = 32 means billions of queries.

Grover’s quantum search algorithm allows the satisfying input to be located much more rapidly,
with about

√
N queries. The general case is beyond the scope of this course, but the simple case

of n = 2 is relatively simple to analyze. In this case a classical search will require either 1, 2 or 3
queries21 while Grover’s algorithm can guarantee to locate the satisfying input in a single query by
using the quantum network shown below.

|0〉 H
f

H ²±°¯©ª® H

|0〉 H H ²±°¯©ª® H

|1〉 H ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ H H ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ H

(1.25)

The first three qubit gate is an f -controlled-not gate, while the second one is similar to a Toffoli
gate but applies a not gate to the target bit if and only if both control bits are in state 0. (As usual
these three qubit gates can be built out of one and two qubit gates, but it is simpler to consider
them at this more abstract level.)

To simplify the analysis of this network begin with the last ancilla qubit. This behaves in very
much the same way as the second qubit in the Deutsch algorithm, converting the f -controlled-X
gates into f -controlled-Z gates, and thus into phase shifts. As a result we can now ignore this qubit
and concentrate our attention on the first two.

The first two qubits begin in the state |00〉 which is converted by the two qubit Hadamard gate
into a uniform superposition of the four possible inputs

|00〉 H(2)−→ |+〉|+〉 =
|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉

2
. (1.26)

19It is conventional to label these functions by stating the value of the unique input for which the function is equal
to 1, so, for example, f01(01) = 1 while f01(00) = f01(10) = f01(11) = 0. Note, however, that these four functions
fij are not the same as the four functions fij used in describing Deutsch’s algorithm.

20If you don’t like this mathematical description, then consider the problem of finding out someone’s name given
only their telephone number and a copy of the relevant telephone directory.

21Note that it is never necessary to try all four inputs, as if the satisfying input has not been located in the first
three attempts we know that the last input must be the one we are seeking.
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The f -controlled-Z gate now evaluates the function simultaneously over all the possible inputs and
applies appropriate phase shifts to give the state

(−1)f(00)|00〉+ (−1)f(01)|01〉+ (−1)f(10)|10〉+ (−1)f(11)|11〉
2

(1.27)

where, because of the promise about f , only one of the states will have a minus sign. To take a
concrete example, if the satisfying input is 01, then the state will be

|00〉 − |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉
2

. (1.28)

The desired satisfying state has now been picked out, and it might seem that the problem
has been solved, but a little more thought reveals that this is not in fact the case. Although
the satisfying state is uniquely labeled by its phase, it still contributes the same amplitude to the
superposition as the other states, and so any attempt to measure the state of the first two qubits
will simply return one of the possible inputs at random. The purpose of the remaining gates is to
convert this phase difference into an amplitude difference. For the gory details see the problem set;
for the moment it suffices to note that in the network above these gates will concentrate all the
amplitude in the superposition on the desired state, so that a measurement of the first two qubits
will immediately reveal the satisfying input. If n > 2 this process cannot be achieved in a single
step, and it is necessary to use a sequence of oracle queries and amplitude amplification steps, but
the quantum search is still much more efficient than its classical equivalent.

1.8 Quantum simulation

In addition to the period-finding algorithms (such as Deutsch and Shor) and the search algorithms
(such as Grover) there is a third significant group of quantum algorithms based on quantum sim-
ulation. The basic idea is to use a quantum computer to simulate the behaviour of another, more
complex, quantum system. This may turn out to be the most important application of quantum
computers in real life, but is beyond the scope of this course.

1.9 Error correction

The discovery of quantum error correction22 is one of the key developments in quantum computing,
as it convinced many sceptics that quantum computing might just be possible. All computers are
vulnerable to errors, but this is much more true of quantum than classical devices, as classical
digital computers are inherently stabilised. Classical bits can only take the values 0 and 1, and if
the physical implementation of the bit (such as a voltage) wanders away from its ideal value it can
be driven back. This is impossible for quantum computers for two reasons. Firstly qubits are not
confined to |0〉 and |1〉, but will be found in general superposition states. Secondly the processes
that drive a bit back to its ideal state are dissipative, and so non-unitary, while quantum evolution
must be unitary.

22Made simultaneously by Peter Shor in the USA and Andrew Steane in Oxford
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An alternative approach to handling errors is to use error correcting codes. For example it is
possible to encode a single logical bit by using code words made up of three physical bits, with 000
representing the logical bit 0, and 111 representing logical 1. If any one physical bit is corrupted
this can be detected, as the three bits will no longer have the same value, and setting the single
bit that disagrees back to the consensus state will correct the error. A more careful analysis shows
that as long as bits become corrupted independently and with a small error probability this can
provide effective error suppression, and more complex schemes can give even better performance.

This classical scheme is useless in the quantum world, as it relies on repeatedly measuring the
values of the physical qubits and comparing them. For qubits this will destroy the fragile quantum
information stored in superposition states. The key realisation for quantum error correction is that
it is, however, possible to perform these measurements in such a way that the error is identified
without damaging the superposition. To achieve this it is essential that the measurement only
provides information about the error, and provides no information at all about the state of the
logical qubit.

As a concrete example I will consider a system where one logical qubit is encoded in three
physical qubits, where one of the qubits may have been damaged by a spin flip error, that is one of
the three qubits may have experienced an unintended not gate (X gate). For a detailed discussion
see [NC00] or [SS04], which use a slightly different language than that used here. As for the classical
code, the two code words used are |0L〉=|000〉 and |1L〉=|111〉, and an arbitrary superposition state
is encoded as

|ψL〉 = α|0L〉+ β|1L〉 = α|000〉+ β|111〉 (1.29)

which can be achieved using either of the encoding networks shown below.

|ψ〉 • •
|0〉 ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾

|0〉 ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾

|ψ〉 •
|0〉 ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ •
|0〉 ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾

(1.30)

After the error process (we assume that at most one of the three physical qubits has been flipped)
this state is converted to

|ψL〉 −→





α|000〉+ β|111〉 no error

α|100〉+ β|011〉 bit 1 flipped

α|010〉+ β|101〉 bit 2 flipped

α|001〉+ β|110〉 bit 3 flipped

(1.31)

depending on the exact form of the error. The task is to identify the error while learning nothing
about α and β. This can be achieved using the following network, which requires two additional
(ancilla) qubits

• •
•

•

|0〉 ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾
NM

°°°

|0〉 ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾ ÂÁÀ¿»¼½¾
NM

°°°

(1.32)
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where the bottom two qubits are the ancillas. Note that only the ancillas are directly measured,
not the logical qubit! If no error has occurred then both ancillas will end up in state |0〉, while if
an error has occurred then either or both of the ancillas will end up in state |1〉. The first ancilla
can only end up in state |1〉 if the physical qubits 1 and 2 have different values, while the second
ancilla can only end up in state |1〉 if the physical qubits 1 and 3 have different values. By this
means the error can be detected! A more complete analysis is left to the problem set.

A very similar approach can be used to correct for random phase flip errors, that is random Z
gates, by using the code words |0L〉=| + ++〉 and |1L〉=| − −−〉. It is also possible to correct for
both sorts of error at the same time. The conceptually simplest approach is to use the nine qubit
Shor code which concatenates the two types of error correction described above [SS04, NC00]; more
efficient methods are also available but these are more complex to explain.

So far I have only considered gross errors, taking the form of X gates and Z gates, and have
not considered more subtle errors, such as small rotations around arbitrary axes. Remarkably the
methods outlined above are sufficient to correct any such error. This point is briefly explored in
the problems.

1.10 Decoherence free subspaces

The key assumption about errors used in quantum error correction is that they are independent and
uncorrelated, that is the probability of any one qubit being affected does not depend on what has
happened to other qubits. In practice, however, errors are caused by undesirable interactions with
the environment, and in many implementations it is likely that the errors will be highly correlated.23

This is a problem for quantum error correction, but can be exploited to give an entirely different
method of tackling errors, based on the idea of a decoherence free subspace or DFS.24

Once again the method relies on the use of code words. Here I will give a very simple description
of a subspace resistant to phase flip errors, motivated by implementations in NMR. (The treatment
in [SS04] goes beyond the scope of this course.) Consider the two code words

|0L〉 = (|01〉+ |10〉)/
√

2 |1L〉 = (|01〉 − |10〉)/
√

2 (1.33)

which are the ψ± Bell states. These are orthogonal quantum states, and so can be used to encode
a logical qubit. They have the important property that

( |01〉 ± |10〉√
2

)
Z⊗Z−→ −

( |01〉 ± |10〉√
2

)
(1.34)

so that these states are invariant (neglecting an irrelevant global phase) under simultaneous Z
rotations. Clearly a superposition of |0L〉 and |1L〉 will have the same property, and such a qubit
will be invulnerable to perfectly correlated phase decoherence. Invulnerability to correlated X

23Two qubits which are physically close in space will have similar environments and thus similar unwanted inter-
actions.

24This method has the advantage that its implementation does not require projective measurements, and so it
can be used with techniques where this is difficult, such as NMR. Furthermore, error correction requires that errors
be constantly detected and corrected, with gates being applied to every qubit in the system on a regular basis. For
large systems this means that gates must be applied in parallel. By contrast, the DFS approach aims to prevent
errors from happening in the first place, and is intrinsically parallel.
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rotations can be achieved using the two Bell states φ+ and ψ+ as the logical basis, and complete
invulnerability can be achieved using more complex codes25.

From the description above the decoherence free subspace approach looks like a magic bullet,
but this is an overoptimistic view. The DFS approach only works if errors are perfectly correlated,
and this is unlikely to be completely true in practice. In reality a DFS will only resist the correlated
part of the errors, and if there are any significant uncorrelated errors these will soon build up. For
this reason many researchers believe that the DFS approach should be combined with standard
error correction.

A second more subtle point is that it is necessary to implement quantum logic gates on the
logical qubits, rather than the physical qubits, which requires that much more complicated gates be
designed. An alternative approach is to leave the DFS temporarily, while the gate is implemented,
and return to it to allow the qubit to be stored. Both methods have been explored.

1.11 Quantum Factoring

Finally we turn to Peter Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm, which has driven the huge expansion
in funding for quantum computers over the last decade. This algorithm has the potential to destroy
many current forms of cryptography known as public key methods26. These schemes use a public
key, which is in essence the product of two very large prime numbers, and a private key, which is
derived from the two numbers themselves. The security of the system is based on the apparent
difficulty of deducing the private key from the public key, and so is ultimately based on the belief
that factoring large composite numbers is a difficult business27. All currently known factoring
schemes on classical computers are inefficient, and it is widely believed that no efficient classical
algorithm exists. By contrast, Shor’s quantum algorithm is known to be efficient, and so factoring
will become easy if a quantum computer is built.

Shor’s factoring algorithm is quite complicated [SS04], but the basic idea is fairly easy to
understand. Given an unknown composite number N it does not seek to factor N directly, but
solves a closely related problem based on modular exponentiation. Begin by choosing a random
number a which is coprime with N , that is a number which shares no common factors with N .
This check is easily made using Euclid’s efficient algorithm for calculating the greatest common
divisor (gcd) of a and N , as gcd(a,N) = 1 if the numbers are coprime28. Now consider the function

axmod N (1.35)

which has a period r, so that r is the smallest integer such that

armod N = 1. (1.36)

25Note that the encodings given above are not the only possible encodings for decoherence free subspaces. The
simplest way to see this is to note that as general superpositions of |0L〉 and |1L〉 are decoherence free, then we can
choose any orthonormal pair of superposition states as our basis states. For simultaneous Z rotations a particularly
simple encoding is |0L〉 = |01〉 and |1L〉 = |10〉.

26Most notably the RSA system which is the basis of SSL, which underlies all electronic commerce on the internet.
27As an exercise you might wish to try finding the two prime factors of the five digit number 19519 by hand. Now

imagine factoring a 200 digit number!
28Note that the greatest common divisor of two numbers is also known as the highest common factor. Euclid’s

algorithm is based on the fact that gcd(x, y) = gcd(y, x mod y) for any two positive integers x > y.
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Finding this period is exactly the sort of thing which quantum computers are good at! As described
in Chapter 1 a quantum computer can evaluate the modular exponentiation function for all possible
values of x and then use the quantum Fourier transform to pick out the period r.

The final stage of the algorithm relies on further results from classical mathematics called the
Chinese remainder theorem and Fermat’s little theorem. Briefly these can be used to show that if
r is even and if ar/2 mod N 6= N − 1 then at least one of the two numbers given by

gcd(N, ar/2 ± 1) (1.37)

is a non-trivial factor of N . If r does not have the required properties then one can simply pick
another value of a and try again. In fact it turns out that the process works for the majority of
possible values of a, and so the Shor algorithm is very likely to work after a few tries.
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Chapter 2

Experimental quantum computing

The previous chapter simply assumed that we had access to a general purpose quantum computer
which we could use to implement our algorithms, and completely ignored how this might actually
be done. We will soon consider three possible implementations in detail (trapped atoms and ions
this term, and nuclear magnetic resonance in Trinity), but before doing so it is useful to consider
the problem in general.

2.1 The DiVincenzo criteria

Almost any physical system could be considered as a candidate for implementing quantum comput-
ing, but to be a serious candidate a proposed system must have certain properties. The traditional
list of essential requirements was first described by David DiVincenzo, and his criteria provide a
useful structure for discussions.

1. A scalable physical system with well-characterized qubits.

2. The ability to initialize the state of the qubits to a simple fiducial state, such as |0〉.
3. Long relevant decoherence times, much longer than the gate operation time.

4. A universal set of quantum gates.

5. A qubit-specific measurement capability.

6. The ability to interconvert stationary and flying qubits.

7. The ability to faithfully transmit flying qubits between specified locations.

It is important to note that fulfilling these criteria is only necessary for proposals to build large-
scale general-purpose quantum computers; small “toy” computers can be built with systems which
do not do so. Furthermore, the last two criteria are not in fact required for quantum computers
themselves, but rather in order to build a “quantum internet”. However these criteria are important
if quantum devices are to be used to implement complex quantum communication protocols (to be
described next term) such as quantum teleportation.
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2.2 The state of the art

At the current time there are no known physical systems which clearly fulfill all seven (or even
just the first five) DiVincenzo criteria. A thorough summary of progress is provided by the
ARDA Roadmap 2004 [ARDA04], while a more up to date summary was published in Nature
in 2008 [KS08].

However there are several system which fulfil some of these criteria well enough to make simple
demonstrations possible, and it is these that we will concentrate on. For quantum communication
it is clearly essential that criterion 7 be fulfilled; this is currently only really achievable for photons1,
and unsurprisingly photons dominate this field. For quantum computation the one critical require-
ment is criterion 4, a universal set of logic gates, as without this it is impossible to demonstrate
any interesting algorithms. Here the field is led by trapped atoms and ions and by NMR2, which
were introduced in the first part of this course, and it is these techniques which I will concentrate
on. These are also the approaches which have been most actively pursued within Atomic and Laser
Physics in Oxford.

1Recent work on ions has shown that ion based qubits can be transported over short distances.
2Well informed students would also include the recent work on one-way computing with photon cluster states,

but this is well beyond the scope of the current course.
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Chapter 3

Trapped Atoms and Ions

As discussed in the first part of this course, a qubit can in principle be encoded using two energy
levels in an atom or ion. In order to make this approach practical, however, it is essential to trap
the atom or an ion so that it can be held in a well controlled environment where it can be easily
manipulated. This can be achieved using electric and magnetic fields. For an extensive description
of this topic see [CJF05]; here I only consider the basics.

The use of trapped ions is one of the first proposals for building quantum computers, and still
one of the best developed (see [HRB08] for a detailed review of recent work). Proposals involving
trapped atoms are slightly more recent, and have both substantial advantages and disadvantages
in comparison with trapped ions. These differences can ultimately be traced back to the fact that
ions interact strongly with their environment and have long range interactions with one another,
while atoms interact more weakly and over shorter ranges. Comparing and contrasting the two
approaches provides a useful general introduction to the problems underlying many other proposals.
As usual I will structure the discussion around the first five DiVincenzo criteria, except that I will
leave the question of scalability (that is, whether the technique can be scaled up to produce a large
scale general purpose computer) to later.

3.1 Qubits

As mentioned above, the essence of the proposal is to encode the two qubit states |0〉 and |1〉 in
two different energy levels of an atom or ion. These levels are frequently referred to as |g〉 and |e〉,
suggesting the ground state and some excited state, but the actual choice of levels is made so as
to optimize the behaviour of the system, and it is common to use two hyperfine sublevels of the
ground state. A quantum computer must, of course, have more than one qubit, and this is achieved
by using more than one atom or ion, with one qubit encoded on each physical object.

3.1.1 Ion traps

It is relatively easy to trap an ion as it will interact strongly with an electric field through the
Coulomb interaction. Here I will assume that the ion is positively charged1. An obvious first idea

1This is usually the case in the systems we will think about; obviously negatively charged ions can be trapped in
a similar way.
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about how to trap it is simply to surround the ion with positively charged electrodes, each of which
will repel it, so that it remains in the centre of the system. A little thought, however, immediately
reveals that this process cannot be made to work. A trapped ion would obviously sit at a minimum
of the electrostatic potential produced by the electrodes, and the existence of such a minimum
would violate Gauss’s law.

For example consider an arrangement of six positive charges, placed at equal distances on the
±x, ±y and ±z axes from the ion, effectively forming an octahedron. For motion along the axes
the potential increases as the ion moves from the origin, and so it seems that this potential will
confine the ion. For motion between the axes, however, the potential decreases, and so the ion will
be expelled in one of these directions. Another example is to consider surrounding the ion with a
uniform sphere of positive charge. Naively one might guess that the ion would be repelled by the
charges towards the centre of the sphere, but elementary electrostatics shows that the electric field
inside a uniformly charged sphere is in fact uniform, and thus the ion will feel no force at all.

It therefore appears that ion trapping is impossible! Fortunately this is not the case, and one
answer is to replace the static arrangement of charges with a time-varying electric field2. This can
be done in such a way that the time averaged potential does indeed have a minimum at the centre
of the trap. The process is quite complex (see [CJF05] for details) but a simple analogy can be
made with the situation of a ball sitting on a saddle shaped surface [WR95]. Clearly the ball is
trapped in one direction but repelled in the other, and left alone the ball will simply fall off the
saddle. If, however, the saddle is made to rotate at the appropriate velocity then the rising edge of
the saddle will “catch up” with the ball as it begins to fall, so that the ball remains trapped. The
mathematics of the situation are equivalent to those found in the traditional Paul trap.

A more common design used for ion trap quantum computing is the linear Paul trap. This
produces a confining potential which is strong in two directions (x and y) and weak in the third
(z). If two or more ions are placed in the trap they will repel one another through their mutual
coulomb interactions, and the final result will be a linear string of ions along the z axis. The
spacing between the ions can be controlled by varying the strength of the trap along this axis, and
is typically around 10 µm.

So far I have assumed that the only effect of the trapping potential is simply to keep the ion (or
ions) in one place, but the real situation is much more complex than this. As the ion is confined
its motional states become quantized. This can usually be approximated by a harmonic oscillator
potential, and so the energy levels of the trapped ion are replaced by ladders of energy levels. This
point is considered in more detail in the section on Initialization.

3.1.2 Atom traps and optical lattices

Atoms, unlike ions, are uncharged, and so cannot be trapped with electric fields. Instead they are
trapped using light. As before, I only describe the basic ideas here; the details can be found in
[CJF05]. The most obvious approach is based on the scattering force which occurs when atoms
absorb photons coming from one direction and re-emit them at random, resulting in a net change
of momentum. When applied to atoms in an atomic beam, which are initially traveling in similar
directions at similar speeds, this approach can be used to bring atoms almost to a halt. A more
sophisticated approach, known as optical molasses uses six beams, one directed along each axis

2An alternative solution, adopted in the Penning trap, combines electrostatic and magnetic fields.
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and all tuned slightly below a transition. The Doppler effect means that atoms will preferentially
absorb photons from the beam towards which they are traveling (these photons are blue-shifted
towards resonance), and so atoms are effectively prevented from moving in any direction. This
effect is usually described as cooling the atoms, and while low temperatures can be reached this
approach is limited by the Doppler cooling limit, which arises in essence from the fact that there is
a minimum momentum transfer corresponding to the absorption of a single photon. Fortunately
this limit can be surpassed by more complex sub-Doppler cooling techniques, ultimately leading
to an ultracold Bose–Einstein condensation. An even more powerful trap, known as a Magneto
Optical Trap or MOT, can be obtained by combining magnetic fields with circularly polarised laser
beams as described in [CJF05]. This allows large numbers of cold atoms to be stored for later use.

A more subtle form of optical trapping is based on the dipole force. The basic mechanism can
be easily understood by considering the forces on a prism which refracts a light beam. As the
light beam is bent, its momentum is changed, and so there must be a corresponding change in the
momentum of the prism. Thus the prism feels a force, pushing it in the opposite direction to the
light beam. This force will depend on both the angle of the incoming light (as well as its intensity
of course) and on the refractive index of the prism.

A similar situation occurs with an atom in a light field, except (of course) that an atom is not
shaped like a prism! A better model is to treat the atom as a spherical lens, either focusing or
defocusing the light. If the light is of uniform intensity then there is no overall force on the sphere,
but if the intensity varies then the sphere will feel a force that depends on the gradient of the
intensity. Depending on the relative refractive index of the sphere, ηs, and the medium, ηm, the
sphere will be pushed towards the region of highest light intensity (if ηs > ηm) or the region of
lowest light intensity (if ηs < ηm). As the refractive index of a material changes substantially close
to an absorption line, the properties of the force will depend on the relative frequency of the light
and that of the relevant transition. This is the basis of optical tweezers which have found extensive
application in biophysics and nanotechnology.

This description is not really applicable to atoms, as refractive index is a property of bulk
materials, but a proper mathematical treatment [CJF05] leads to similar results. The electric field
of light can induce an oscillating dipole in an atom, which then interacts with the light field (hence
the name of dipole force). The magnitude of this force is greatest when the frequency of the light
is close to resonance, and its direction depends on whether the light is tuned above or below the
transition. In a spatially varying light field, atoms will seek either the regions of highest intensity or
those of lowest intensity, depending on the frequency of the light, allowing traps to be constructed.

This idea underlies the use of optical lattices to manipulate very large numbers of atoms in
equally large numbers of traps. A standing wave laser field is created, which gives a light field
whose intensity varies periodically with a period equal to half the wavelength of the light. It turns
out that the dipole force is particularly effective in this arrangement, allowing atoms to be trapped
in each well. With a little more effort a two (or three) dimensional standing wave can be created,
giving a two (or three) dimensional array of these microtraps, sometimes described as an “eggbox
for atoms”.

The traps in these optical lattice are not very deep, and so can only trap cold atoms. This is
achieved by loading them with atoms from a MOT or from a previously prepared Bose–Einstein
condensate. (The advantage of using a BEC is that the atoms are so cold that they end up in the
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lowest vibrational state3 of the trap.) These atoms fill the traps at random, but they can be forced
to redistribute themselves evenly, so that exactly one atom ends up in each trap. The resulting
array of single atoms is known as a Mott-insulator state, and their internal states can be used as
qubits.

3.2 Initialization

Having trapped the atoms or ions it is necessary to ensure that their qubits are all in some well
defined initial state, usually |0〉, before they can be used for a computation. If the two basis states
were indeed a ground and excited state then this could be achieved by direct cooling, but in practice
more subtle mechanisms are required, and this is achieved through optical pumping. The basic
idea is very simple: a laser is used to excite atoms which are in any state other than the desired
initial state, and combined with random relaxation processes this leads to preferential population
of the desired state.

With trapped ions it is important to note that in addition to cooling the qubit itself, it is also
important to cool the vibrational modes of the ions within the trap potential. This can be done
in exactly the same way, a technique known as sideband cooling. For a simple explanation see
[SS04]. With trapped atoms this cooling is built into the early stages of the trapping process when
an ultra-cold BEC is prepared.

3.3 Decoherence

Decoherence processes occur in any physical system, and are the great enemy of quantum informa-
tion processing as they cause coherent superpositions to decay into classical mixtures. In essence
all decoherence can be traced back to uncontrolled interactions with the environment. A detailed
treatment is well beyond the scope of this course, but it is immediately obvious that long range
coulomb forces may give rise to serious problems in trapped ions.

Tackling decoherence is also the fundamental reason for using two hyperfine levels within the
ground state, rather than a ground state and an excited state. The ultimate limit to decoherence
is provided by the spontaneous emission lifetime of a transition, and this decreases very rapidly for
the high energy transitions to excited states.

3.4 Universal logic

Clearly it is essential to be able to perform universal quantum logic if interesting computations are to
be achieved. As mentioned previously, it can be shown that the combination of the controlled-not
gate and a small set of single qubit gates is indeed universal for quantum information processing,
meaning that any desired operation can be built from a network of these gates; in particular three
qubit gates (such as the Toffoli gate) are not required. This is a key result in experimental quan-
tum information processing as directly implementing a three qubit gate would require a physical

3Strictly speaking the lowest Bloch band of the lattice, as the vibrational levels are split into a band by quantum
tunneling between different traps.
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interaction involving three particles: fortunately we only require interactions involving one or two
atoms or ions.

3.4.1 Single qubit gates

Single qubit gates are (in principle) simple for trapped ions, as these can be achieved using Raman
transitions induced by shining lasers on the ion of interest. By controlling the power, duration, and
phase of the laser pulse a wide range of different single qubit rotations can be directly achieved,
and any remaining single qubit gates required can be constructed out of networks of these basic
gates. Of course, single qubit gates require that only one qubit experiences the rotation, but this is
relatively simple as the spacing between ions is large compared to the wavelength of the laser light
used, and so it is not too difficult to focus the lasers down onto single ions.

The situation with atoms trapped in optical lattices is more problematic. There is no problem
in using Raman transitions to induce rotations, but selectively exciting a single qubit is extremely
difficult. The separation between individual atoms is usually only half a wavelength of the light
used to set up the lattice, making it impossible to focus on a single atom. Although methods to
tackle this can be imagined this is currently a major problem with trapped atoms. It is, however,
easy to carry out simultaneous identical single qubit gates on very large numbers of trapped atoms,
and this intrinsic massive parallelism is a topic of considerable interest in optical lattice research.

3.4.2 Two qubit gates (ions)

Next it is necessary to implement a two qubit gate, such as the controlled-not gate. It is important
to note that the controlled-not gate is not the only universal two qubit gate, and in fact any non-
trivial two qubit gate4, and thus almost any physical interaction between the atoms or ions carrying
the qubit, can be used as the basis of universal logic.

For trapped ions it is simple to see how a gate can be built in principle, although the details
of actually doing it in practice are quite complex. The basic interaction used is the Coulomb
repulsion between ions, which links the motional degrees of freedom of the ions into common
vibrational modes. To put it crudely, if one ion in a trap is waggled the others will certainly notice.
The basic idea is to use selective Raman transitions which excite motions in an ion if and only if
it is in the (qubit) excited state, in effect transferring the information stored in the superposition
from the qubit state into the vibrational state of the ion. Since the motion of all the ions is coupled,
this information is now available at each and every other ion in the form of its own vibrational
state. Thus the common vibrational mode acts as a “data bus”, carrying quantum information
between different ions and so between different qubits. A slightly more detailed description of the
mechanism actually used (the classic Cirac–Zoller gate) can be found in [SS04] or [ZCDG03], but
a full understanding is specifically off-syllabus.

3.4.3 Two qubit gates (atoms)

This approach cannot be used with trapped atoms, as they do not have the long range Coulomb
interactions required. It is possible to use dipole–dipole interactions between induced electric

4To make this statement useful it is necessary to give a better definition of trivial, or equivalently non-trivial. One
simple approach is to note that any gate which can convert a product state into an entangled state is non-trivial.
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dipoles, but here I concentrate on another interaction, the contact or collision interaction.
Although atoms do not normally interact strongly at long distances, they repel each other very

strongly at short distances, so that it is not possible to squeeze two atoms into the space normally
occupied by one. The micro traps in optical lattices are so small that this effect can be quite
significant, and so the energy of an atom in a trap will depend on whether or not there is another
atom in the same trap. In general, the act of bringing two atoms closer together will raise their
energy, and therefore (by the time-dependent Schrödinger equation) cause them to pick up an
additional phase shift, beyond that which they would have acquired if left alone. Note that to a
good approximation only the energies of the atoms are changed, and not their wavefunctions, as
expected from first order perturbation theory.

Detailed calculations of the strength of the contact interaction are quite complex, but the key
results are fairly simple. As the interatomic potential is usually short range only head-on collisions
matter, and so the collision can be described using s-wave scattering, in which the relative orbital
angular momentum of the colliding particles is assumed to be zero. In this case the interaction
turns out to be describable by a single parameter, the scattering length a. The energy shift arising
from the collisional interaction between two identical atoms of mass M is then approximately given
by

Ea =
4π~2 a

M

∫
|ψ|4 dr (3.1)

where ψ is the vibrational wavefunction of the atom in the trap. The fourth power dependence on
ψ corresponds to a quadratic dependence on the probability of the atom being found at some point
in the well, and so the integral gives the probability of two atoms being found at the same point
in space. Clearly this depends strongly on the shape of the trapping potential. Note that although
the scattering length has the dimensions of length it does not simply correspond to the atomic size:
it can vary greatly with fine details of the situation, and can even be negative. For a slightly more
detailed treatment see [CJF05].

If two atoms are made to collide for a time τ , the system picks up an additional phase shift
e−iφ, with φ = Eaτ/~. To implement a controlled logic gate with this interaction it is necessary
to make the additional phase shift depend on the qubit state of the two atoms involved. This can
be achieved by making the trapping potential depend on the qubit state, so that atoms in state
|0〉 will feel one potential, while atoms in state |1〉 will feel a different potential. If these potentials
can be controlled independently, then atoms can be moved in different ways depending on their
qubit state. Since this whole process is quantum mechanical, an atom whose qubit is in a coherent
superposition of both |0〉 and |1〉 will move in both directions at once!

This effect can be achieved when the qubit corresponds to the mS = ±1
2

spin states of the S1/2

ground state of an atom such as Rb. In this case the laser frequency can be chosen such that the ±1
2

spin states interact with the σ± components of the standing light wave, and these can be controlled
by varying the phase of the light. In particular, it is possible to arrange that the σ+ traps, and
thus the mS = +1/2 atoms, are moved in one direction, while the σ− traps (mS = −1/2 atoms)
are moved in the other direction. If this process is applied to an optical lattice filled with atoms,
the consequence is that atoms moving in one direction will collide with those moving in the other
direction. The optical lattices can then be moved back to their original positions, and the atoms
will end up where they started, except that those atoms which have collided will have picked up
an additional phase.
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For example consider the simple case of two atoms in neighboring traps, and suppose that the
lattices are adjusted in such a way that atoms in state |0〉 move right, while those in state |1〉
move left. If the atoms are numbered from left to right, then a collision will only occur if the first
atom moves right (and so is in state |0〉) and the second atom moves left (and so is in |1〉). Thus
the overall evolution (neglecting global phases and any background evolution due to the ordinary
energy difference between |0〉 and |1〉) is

|00〉 → |00〉 |01〉 → e−iφ|01〉 |10〉 → |10〉 |11〉 → |11〉 (3.2)

which is a phase gate

Uφ =




1 0 0 0
0 e−iφ 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 . (3.3)

Choosing φ = π gives a gate very similar to the controlled-Z gate, and it is not surprising that this
gate is a universal two qubit logic gate.

It is important to note that there are several possible ambiguities in the definition of phase
gates, both within the optical lattice literature, and also comparing this with other techniques.
Firstly, there is some variation as to whether there is a plus or minus sign in front of the phase
shift, and secondly there is very considerable variation as to which state the additional phase is
applied to. Finally, some treatments explicitly include the ordinary background evolution. None of
this is ultimately very important, as all these definitions are related by simple single qubit gates.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to keep a careful eye out. It is also important to recall that collision
gates are coherent processes, and so the same description can be applied to atoms in superposition
states, as we will explore next.

3.4.4 Massive entanglement

In the discussion above I only considered a pair of atoms. It is easy to see that entanglement can
be generated in such a system. For example

|00〉 H(2)−→ |+〉|+〉 = (|00〉+ |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉)/2
Uπ−→ (|00〉 − |01〉+ |10〉+ |11〉)/2

= (|0〉|−〉+ |1〉|+〉)/
√

2

(3.4)

which is a maximally entangled Bell state, even if it is written in a slightly unusual basis. It could
be converted to a conventional Bell state by applying a Hadamard gate to either of the two qubits,
but this is difficult in an optical lattice as the two atoms are very close together.

The situation becomes even more interesting in lattices containing very large numbers of atoms.
Since both the single qubit gates and the two qubit entangling gates are applied to all the qubits in
parallel, this provides a simple route to extremely large entangled states, known as cluster states.
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For three atoms the phase gate looks like

Uπ =




1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1




(3.5)

and the entangling transformation performs

|000〉 H(3)−→ Uπ−→ (|000〉 − |001〉 − |010〉 − |011〉+ |100〉 − |101〉+ |110〉+ |111〉)/2
√

2

= (|+〉|0〉|−〉 − |−〉|1〉|+〉)/
√

2
(3.6)

which is an example of a class of three qubit entangled states called GHZ states. With larger
numbers of qubits the resulting states are very complex and are called cluster states; a more
sophisticated way of describing these states is hinted at in the problems. Even more interesting
behaviour can occur in multidimensional optical lattices, as in this case it is possible to move
atoms not just left to right, but also back to front and up and down, permitting much more
complex interactions.

The result of these processes is often called massive entanglement, and is interesting for many
reasons. Firstly, optical lattices provide one of the simplest routes to extremely large entangled
states, which are important when studying the transition between quantum and classical physics.
Secondly, the detailed form of the entangled states produced turns out to be surprisingly useful, with
obvious applications in three areas of quantum information processing, namely error correction,
quantum simulation, and the implementation of so-called “one-way” quantum computers. The
details of these topics are, however, beyond the scope of this course.

3.5 Readout

The final stage which must be considered in any proposed implementation of a quantum computer
is, of course, readout: there is no point in running a quantum computation if the final result cannot
actually be obtained. This final stage is relatively simple with ion traps, as it is possible to measure
the quantum states of ions with accuracy and selectivity. The basic idea is to detect the fluorescence
from the ion using optical transitions.

This might seem impossible, as the qubit is deliberately implemented using two levels which
do not fluoresce: if they did then they would swiftly relax and the quantum information would be
destroyed! The solution is to use a laser to drive the atom from one of the qubit states (usually
|0〉) to a third level, which does fluoresce strongly. The simplest situation occurs when the third
level decays back to |0〉, an example of a cycling transition. In this case strong fluorescence will be
seen5 at the driving frequency if and only if the qubit is in state |0〉. For a superposition state

|ψ〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉 (3.7)

5It is literally possible to see a single fluorescing ion with the naked eye.
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this acts as a projective measurement: the system shows fluorescence, and ends up in state |0〉 with
probability |α|2, while no fluorescence is seen, and the atom ends up in state |1〉, with probability
|β|2.

It is, of course, possible to use very similar methods with trapped atoms, but with optical
lattices the characteristic problem of distinguishing between different atoms remains. Individual
ions in a trap can be distinguished by their positions using a simple microscope, but atoms in an
optical lattice are much closer together. It is also not really practical to focus the driving laser on a
single atom in a lattice. This makes selective readout just as difficult as selectively applying gates.
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Chapter 4

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

Liquid state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is little studied in the standard Oxford Physics
course1 but has recently become of considerable interest as a method for building small quantum
computers. The underlying ideas were introduced in the first part of this course, but these were
limited to systems with a single nuclear spin, and thus a single qubit; here we expand these ideas
to cover systems with two or more qubits. For a more detailed discussion see [SS04]; for the real
details see [JAJ03].

4.1 Qubits

The basic idea behind NMR QC is that the two spin state of a spin-1/2 nucleus provide a natural
implementation of a qubit: indeed it is such a natural implementation that a qubit is often referred
to as a spin. To obtain more than one qubit, just use more than one spin. There are, however, flaws
in this naive approach, which can be traced back to the low frequencies (and thus low energies) of
NMR transitions,

∆E = hν = ~γB (4.1)

where γ is a constant characteristic of the nucleus called the gyromagnetic ratio. This energy gap
arises from the Zeeman interaction of the nuclear spin with an externally applied magnetic field,
and for reasonably accessible field strengths (up to around 20 T) lies in the range up to 1 GHz.

4.1.1 Qubit selection

While these low frequencies make experiments very easy, the corresponding long wavelengths mean
that it is impossible to directly distinguish between different nuclei according to their positions in
space. Instead it is necessary to use the different transition frequencies observed for different nuclei
for qubit selection. This is easy as long as different qubits are represented by different nuclear
species, as these have different gyromagnetic ratios, leading to very different frequencies. However,
there are only a small number of distinct spin-1/2 nuclei available, and a computer of any reasonable

1Its sole appearance outside C2 is in the practical SS14 (based on an approach to NMR which has been obsolete
for more than 40 years) and the short option S10 (which includes Magnetic Resonance Imaging). References to
nuclear magnetic resonance in physics texts often refer to the molecular beam experiments by Rabi more than 60
years ago.
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size will have to represent several different qubits with the same nuclear type. Fortunately the exact
field experienced by a nucleus is not simply equal to the externally applied field, but also depends
on local fields. Roughly speaking, the external field induces a current in the electrons surrounding a
nucleus; this current produces an additional field which acts to shield the nucleus from the applied
field. These shielding effects, and thus the value of the transition frequency, will depend on the
details of the nuclear environment, an effect known as the chemical shift.

It is in principle possible to use the methods of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to make
the transition frequency depend on the spatial position of a nucleus, and this approach has been
considered. However, the spatial resolution required goes far beyond that normally achieved, and
this approach seems very difficult in practice.

4.1.2 Ensembles

A second problem of the low frequencies is that the energy of the corresponding photons (a few
µeV) is so low that it is not currently practical to detect a single radio frequency photon. Thus we
cannot detect a single nuclear spin, and instead have to use an ensemble of identical independent
nuclei. This greatly limits the range of systems available to us, and as we will see has very significant
consequences for both initialization and readout.

4.1.3 Molecules in liquids

The solution adopted in most NMR QC studies to date is to use fairly dilute solutions of small
molecules in inert solvents2. Each molecule will contain a number of different spin-1/2 nuclei, each
of which can be used as a qubit. As every molecule is chemically identical, there are a very large
number of copies of the quantum computer, and the experiment controls these in parallel3. It
might seem that different molecules would in fact be subtly different (due to effects such as internal
motions and the orientation of the molecules with respect to one another and the applied field),
but all these effects are averaged out by the rapid molecular tumbling which occurs in solution.
Furthermore, it turns out that the interactions between spins in different molecules are averaged
out by the same tumbling process, and so molecules in liquids provide an ensemble of identical
independent copies, as required.

4.2 Initialization

The obvious method to initialize a spin system is simply to cool the spins directly into their
thermodynamic ground state4. However a comparison of the transition energy (say 1 µeV) with kT
at room temperature (around 25 meV) reveals that this approach will require temperatures around
1 mK. This temperature is perfectly attainable, but clearly not for solutions of small molecules.

There are three potential ways around this problem. The first is to switch to NMR studies of
solid state systems, where direct cooling may be practical. The second is to find some cunning

2There have been some NMR QC studies involving solid state systems or more complex systems such as liquid
crystals, but these are not considered further here. See [JAJ03] for a brief discussion.

3Recall that there is effectively no spatial discrimination in NMR experiments.
4Since a spin-1/2 particle is a natural qubit there is no question about cooling into one specific sub-level.
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method to obtain a non-equilibrium population of the spin states. The third is, quite simply, to
cheat! With ensemble systems it is possible to use so-called pseudo-pure states, which appear to
behave like pure states. All three approaches have been used, but the method of pseudo-pure states
is by far the most common.

4.2.1 Pseudo-pure states

The method of pseudo-pure states relies on two basic concepts to generate a state which appears
to behave like a pure state. The first fact is that it is possible to use a combination of unitary
and non-unitary operations to convert the thermodynamic equilibrium state of a spin system into
a state where all the different energy levels have the same population, except for the ground level
of the whole system which has a slightly higher population. The second fact is that the NMR
experiment is not sensitive to spin systems where all the levels have the same population, so that
the only signal actually observed from this state arises from the small excess population in the
ground level. Thus the large ensemble of spins in a highly-mixed state gives the same result as a
much smaller ensemble of spins in a pure state.

To take a concrete example consider a molecule containing two spin-1/2 nuclei, each of the
same nuclear species and with small interactions such as the chemical shift ignored. The Zeeman
interaction means that the ground level |00〉 will lie at an energy hν below the unsplit position,
while the level |11〉 will lie at hν above the unsplit position. The two levels |01〉 and |10〉 will be
degenerate at the original energy. Clearly the state |00〉 will have the largest population at thermal
equilibrium, but the population differences will be small. In the high temperature limit kT À hν,
which applies in liquid state NMR, the fractional populations can be written as 1/4 + ε, 1/4, 1/4,
and 1/4− ε, with ε ∼ 10−5, and the resulting density matrix of the system is

ρB =
∑

j

Pj|j〉〈j| =




1/4 + ε 0 0 0
0 1/4 0 0
0 0 1/4 0
0 0 0 1/4− ε


 (4.2)

while the desired pure state is

ρ00 = |00〉〈00| =




1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


 . (4.3)

The method of pseudo-pure states works by averaging the populations of all the levels except |00〉,
and for details of how this is done see [SS04]. The resulting state is

ρPP =




1/4 + ε 0 0 0
0 1/4− ε/3 0 0
0 0 1/4− ε/3 0
0 0 0 1/4− ε/3


 = (1/4− ε/3)×




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


 + (4ε/3)× ρ00

(4.4)
and since the first term is not observable this state looks just like a pure state, except that the
signal is only 4ε/3 times as large as the signal from a true pure state.
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The pseudo-pure state approach works well with small spin systems, but has major problems
when applied to larger spin-systems. This point will be discussed in more detail later.

4.3 Decoherence

At first glance it seems that decoherence should not be a major problem for NMR quantum com-
puting. The ultimate limit is provided by the spontaneous emission lifetimes of the spin states, and
these are around 109 years. Real systems are not quite so extreme, as NMR relaxation is dominated
by stimulated emission and absorption, arising from random fluctuations in a spin’s environment,
but relaxation times for spin-1/2 nuclei are still very long, typically around 1 s.

This coherence time is greater than that usually observed in trapped atoms and ions, but this
is not as important as it might seem. While the long coherence time makes experiments relatively
simple, what matters for quantum computation is not the coherence time itself, but rather the ratio
of the coherence time to the gate time. This ratio determines the number of gates which can be
performed before the system has decohered away, and NMR gates are also very slow in comparison
with those in systems of trapped atoms or ions.

A more subtle advantage of NMR is that the use of ensemble systems means that decoherence
appears differently in NMR quantum computers than in other systems. In a conventional quantum
computer decoherence introduces the possibility that the the computer will make some random
transition, and so return the wrong answer at the end of the computation. In ensemble computers,
however, different members of the ensemble can return different answers, with the observed result
being an average over the whole ensemble. With luck the wrong answers produced by decoherence
will largely cancel out, so that it appears simply as a reduction in the signal strength rather than
as an actual wrong answer. Real life is rarely quite so kind, but there is some truth in this idea.

4.4 Universal Logic

As usual, the problem of implementing universal logic comes down to the problem of implementing
single qubit and two qubit gates. Single qubit gates can be implemented using resonant radio
frequency pulses, and this topic was considered in detail in the first part of this course. The only
subtle points arise from the problem of applying these gates to individual qubits, rather than the
whole spin system, and here I simply assume that frequency selection can be achieved.

4.4.1 Spin–spin coupling

Two qubit gates are much more interesting, as these require some sort of spin–spin interaction.
The obvious source is the direct interaction between the magnetic dipoles of two nuclei, but this
interaction depends on the angle between the internuclear vector and the magnetic field, and is
completely averaged out by rapid molecular tumbling (this is in essence the reason why different
molecules can be treated as being independent of one another). The key interaction in liquid state
NMR studies is scalar coupling, also known as J-coupling. This is closely related to the electron–
nuclear hyperfine interaction, and is mediated between different nuclei by shared valence electrons
within the molecule. The key result is that the J-coupling interaction does survive molecular
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tumbling, and provides a coupling between spins in the same molecule. However, because it is a
correction to the direct coupling term, it is typically rather small (rarely more than 500 Hz).

The scalar coupling naturally has the Heisenberg form expected for an exchange interaction

σ1 · σ2 = σ1xσ2x + σ1yσ2y + σ1zσ2z (4.5)

but in most situations is truncated to the Ising form σ1zσ2z by the larger Zeeman interactions.
This is nothing more than first order perturbation theory, where a small perturbation is seen to
have little or no effect on the eigenstates of a system, while slightly shifting the eigenvalues (energy
levels). Thus the overall Hamiltonian of a two spin system can be written as

H/~ = ω1
σ1z

2
+ ω2

σ2z

2
+ ω12

σ1zσ2z

2
(4.6)

where energies have been written in angular frequency units as usual, and the factors of 1
2

are
necessary as ~ω is the energy gap between the ±1

2
states, not the shift of the individual states.

Note that many treatments of NMR QC use traditional NMR conventions, where the ~ is simply
dropped and Pauli matrices are replaced by other operators which are equivalent up to a constant
factor, so the exact form of the Hamiltonian can seem quite variable.

4.4.2 Spin echoes and refocusing

This Hamiltonian contains a spin–spin interaction, and so in principle will permit universal quantum
computation, but the form is rather more complicated than one might wish, and it would be nice to
be able to “sculpt” it into a more desirable form. This can be achieved with spin echoes, which were
discussed in detail for single qubit systems at the start of this course. The basic idea is to allow the
system to evolve under a Hamiltonian for a time τ/2, apply a not gate, allow the system to evolve
for another time τ/2, and then apply a final not gate (this final not gate is not always included,
but it makes the overall analysis slightly simpler). In a single qubit system this will refocus the
evolution under the Zeeman splitting (rotation around the z-axis at the Larmor frequency). A
simple way to think about this is that by interconverting |0〉 and |1〉 the not gate causes the spin
to precess backwards during the second τ/2 time period.

In a two qubit system several different spin echoes are possible, as not gates can be applied to
either or both of the two spins. The effect on the Zeeman terms is obvious, and each of these will
be refocused if a pair of not gates is applied to the corresponding spin. It only remains to consider
what happens to the spin–spin coupling. If a pair of not gates is applied to one of the two spins,
then the coupling will also be refocused in the same way. If, however, not gates are applied to
both spins then the coupling is unaffected by the not gates, and so its evolution adds up during
the whole spin echo. In effect, the not gates applied to one spin reverse the coupling evolution
during the second τ/2 period, but the not gates applied to the other spin reverse it again, leaving
it overall unaffected. Thus the effect of the spin echo is equivalent to evolving under the average
Hamiltonian

Hav/~ = ω12
σ1zσ2z

2
(4.7)

for the whole time period τ .
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In a multi-spin system there will in principle be couplings between all the pairs of nuclei, and
so the Hamiltonian takes the general form

H/~ =
∑

j

ωj
σjz

2
+

∑

j>k

ωjk
σjzσkz

2
. (4.8)

Using more complex patterns of spin echoes it is possible to sculpt the Hamiltonian almost at will,
refocusing undesired terms while keeping those that are wanted. For the details see [JAJ03].

It might seem that a NMR quantum computer would require every spin to be directly coupled
to every other spin, but this is in fact not the case. It is, however, necessary that every spin be
directly or indirectly coupled to every other spin, where indirect coupling means that two spins are
connected to one another through a chain of directly coupled intermediate spins. For example, a
linear chain of spins, each of which is coupled to its immediate neighbours, is sufficient. To see
that this is true, note that a (logical) qubit can be moved around the (physical) spin system using
quantum swap gates, so that any two qubits can be made to interact even if there is no direct
coupling between the spins they are currently located on.

4.5 Readout

The basic readout mechanism used in NMR quantum computing is to acquire an NMR spectrum. As
we will see, this ensemble process is quite different from the conventional projective measurements
that are normally discussed in quantum mechanics, and this has significant consequences. Before
discussing this, however, it is useful to consider the basic form of the NMR spectrum.

4.5.1 NMR spectra

I begin by considering the conventional NMR spectrum acquired from a spin system in its thermal
equilibrium state. A single isolated spin will give a signal at its Larmor frequency, while a pair
of isolated spins with different chemical shifts will give rise to a pair of lines. If these spins are
of the same nuclear type then these two lines will be visible in the same spectrum, but if they
belong to different nuclear species it will not normally be possible to observe them both in the
same experiment. The size of the signals will depend on the number of spins in the ensemble, the
polarisation of the spins (that is the size of the excess population in each spin’s ground state), and
the intrinsic sensitivity of the NMR apparatus.

In a system of two coupled spins the spectrum will be slightly more complex, as the transition
frequency of each spin now depends on the state of the other spin. At thermal equilibrium the two
spin states of the other spin will be almost equally populated, and so the signal is split into two
lines of equal intensity, called a doublet, with a splitting equal to the J-coupling constant ω12. In
system with more than two coupled spins, each line will be divided into a group of lines called a
multiplet.

The situation is very similar when NMR spectra are used for readout of the final state of an NMR
quantum computer, except (of course) that the sample does not begin at thermal equilibrium. In
this case the state can be determined from the relative intensities of the various lines in the various
multiplets, as described in [SS04].
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4.5.2 Ensemble readout

When considering NMR readout mechanisms it is vital to recall that NMR experiments are carried
out not on a single molecule but on an ensemble of identical molecules. Thus an NMR spectrum does
not reveal the state of an individual molecule, but rather the ensemble average over all molecules.
An important consequence is that NMR measurements do not cause superposition states to collapse!

This immediately explains a common worry about NMR. A classical description of NMR mea-
surement involves observing a rotating magnetization, and measuring its x and y components.
Quantum mechanically this corresponds to measuring the expectation values of the x and y com-
ponents of the spin’s angular momentum. As these are non-commuting observables, this ought to
be impossible! The solution to this apparent paradox is that the ensemble measurement does not
in fact correspond to a projective measurement of a single spin, and so these arguments do not
apply.

These ensemble measurements might seem more powerful than conventional projective mea-
surements, but in fact they are usually less useful for two reasons. Firstly projective measurements
followed by classical control based on the result of the measurement plays a key role in schemes
such as quantum teleportation5. More importantly, projective measurements provide an excellent
initialization method: just measure a bit, and then flip it if it has the wrong value! If NMR had
projective measurements there would be no need to worry about pseudo-pure states.

5NMR quantum computers can perform similar tasks using more complex quantum control methods but this is
not particularly satisfactory.
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Chapter 5

Large scale quantum computers

Trapped ions, trapped atoms, and NMR spin systems are all fine ways of building small “toy”
quantum computers, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. There are also many other
techniques which have been suggested, although these three so far remain in the lead. However the
most powerful quantum computer constructed to date is an NMR device with seven qubits, and
this is not nearly large enough to make quantum computers useful (rather than merely interesting).

Although it is not completely clear how complex a general purpose quantum computer needs
to be, it is clear that such a device will involve thousands or even millions of qubits, rather than
the small handful involved today. It is, therefore, important to consider whether there is any hope
of scaling up these technologies to useful sizes, and I will consider each of the three approaches in
turn. In many cases the limits can be related to the perceived need to perform error correction,
and I will discuss this key idea as well as the related idea of decoherence free subspaces. Finally I
will return to the question of what a large scale quantum computer might be used for, and give a
very brief description of Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm.

5.1 Trapped ions

Trapped ions initially look very promising as a candidate for scaling up, as it is possible to trap
thousands of ions while keeping a reasonable distance between them. Early experiments relied on
particular tricks which only work with systems of two ions, but this is not true of more recent work,
and there is no reason in principle why these ions could not be controlled. The major issue turns
out to be the question of implementing logic gates in parallel in different parts of the computer.
While this ability is not required in a ideal world, it is essential in large scale devices which rely on
error correction (described in Chapter 1).

For single qubit gates this means that each ion should be controlled by its own laser beam,
rather than directing a single laser beam to different regions of the apparatus. The idea of a system
with a few thousand lasers may sound ridiculous, but in fact is surprisingly reasonable, as they can
all be generated from a single master source and controlled by small mirrors. Such devices, called
micromirror arrays, are well developed for more conventional applications, and companies such as
Lucent have already begun development on systems with hundreds of thousands of controllable
mirrors.

Two qubit gates are, however, more tricky, as the data bus provided by the common vibrational
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modes of the ions proves to be a limit as well as an advantage. This bus can only hold a single qubit,
and so conventional ion traps can only implement a single two qubit gate at a time. To get round
this limit it is necessary to move to a much more complex design, involving very large numbers
of ion traps each holding a small number of ions. These traps can then communicate by moving
individual ions between them. Remarkably it has already proved possible to demonstrate that ions
can be moved between traps while retaining quantum coherence, but while this is a significant first
step it is only a first step.

5.2 Optical lattices

The problem with optical lattice implementations is not so much scaling them up as getting them
to work at all! The lack of selective gates remains a critical problem, although it should be noted
that it is not necessary to be able to perform all gates selectively. Perhaps the most interesting
ideas are based on the idea of one way computation using cluster states. In this model, parallel
gates are used to generate massive entanglement, and measurements are used to implement the
computation. However even this model requires atom selective measurements.

The fundamental problem is that the physical scale of the optical lattice is determined by the
wavelength of the light used, and long wavelength traps are not particularly effective. A more
subtle idea is to set up a short wavelength array of traps and then use a long wavelength lattice to
control how this is filled, such as filling every fourth trap.

The other extreme is to abandon optical lattices and use individual atom traps, which can be
built to some desired scale. Of course this approach throws away the massive parallelism which is
the key idea of optical lattices. To date nobody has been able to combine selective control with
massive parallelism, but research continues.

5.3 NMR

NMR remains by far the simplest way to implement small quantum computations1 but there are
formidable problems in scaling it up. The most obvious problem is that of initialization: while
the pseudo-pure state method works well with small systems it is ultimately a cheat and cannot
be scaled up to large systems. The fraction of the ensemble found in the “excess” population of
ground state falls off as the number of possible states increases, and so the signal strength falls
off exponentially with the number of qubits involved. With more than a few dozen qubits this
exponential fall off renders the approach completely hopeless.

One way around this is to switch to solid state NMR, where the sample can be cooled sufficiently.
Experiments on this approach have begun, but the problem is very challenging. A more subtle
approach is to use non-equilibrium spin states in liquid state samples, and recent experiments have
shown that it is possible to generate a two qubit NMR quantum computer in a pure ground state.
However this approach is currently limited to two qubit systems.

1There are only a small handful of ion trap groups currently capable of implementing even the simplest quantum
computation; by contrast any competent NMR spectroscopist should be able to get Deutsch’s algorithm working in
less than a week.
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Another problem is the lack of projective measurements. As previously noted this has serious
problems for effective error correction, which seems to require this step. In fact this is not true,
as projective measurements and classical control can be replaced by quantum control and a qubit
reset mechanism. However all current NMR initialization methods can only be applied at the start
of a computation, and resetting a qubit in the middle of a computation is not as yet possible. There
are some very speculative ideas for achieving single qubit readout using spin sensitive atomic force
microscopes, but little has been demonstrated so far.

Yet another problem is that it is not yet clear how practical it will be to implement logic gates in
very large spins systems with complex coupling patterns. In principle the problem looks tractable,
but real life is unlikely to be quite so kind. However until the previous problems are solved this
topic is unlikely to receive much attention.
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